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Plymouth Waterfront Partnership  

Extraordinary Board Meeting – Governance 

  09 March 2016, 2.30 – 4.30 

Duke of Cornwall Hotel 
 

Attendees:  Chris Arscott (CA); Gavin Marshall (GM);  Sarah O’Leary (SOL); Charlotte Malcolm 

(CM); Jon Morcom (JM);  Chris Robinson (ChR); Josh McCarty (JMcC);  Patrick Knight (PK);  

Sky Cole (SC);  

 

Apologies:  Ben Shearn (BS); Roy Martin (RM); Charlie Jones (CJ); Peter Smith (PS);  

Comron Rowe (CR);  

 

 

 

NOTES/ACTIONS 

 

The draft document to be discussed was a skeleton Business Plan and the proposed projects 

were informed by the Plymouth Plan, Visitor Plan, DP 5-year Plan, Economic Plan, PWP’s Vision, 4 

years of information gathering, early reporting from LDA and feasibility study from Metaphor. 

 

The purpose of this session was to agree that the projects are correct. 

 

Need a visual representation of which areas of the Waterfront the projects are addressing to 

demonstrate the spread of projects geographically. ACTION 

Need to colour code the three geographical areas of the BID and then put a key next to each 

project with the corresponding area colour. ACTION 

 

Boundary – will be similar to the current BID boundary, but to include the likes of Jolly Jacks – SG 

to send an email to the Main Board with the proposed BID2 boundary. ACTION 

SC to set up a BID boundary sign-off meeting if an email isn’t enough. ACTION 

 

Need to add that the proposed projects have come from Advisory Board and Main Board 

conversations over 4 years etc. ACTION 

 

Need to be clear that we are aiming to reduce the number of projects to 15 (from 20) – we need 

voters to pick their top 10 and score them 1-10. ACTION 

 

All agreed that we must have a large legacy project included. NOTED 

 

Need to separate ‘Legacy’ and ‘Operational’ projects. ACTION 

 

Need to spread Barbican focused projects out. ACTION 

 

Need to simplify the language and create more visuals 4 or 5 key projects in the draft Business 

Plan. ACTION 
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Need a formal discussion regard the Plymouth Giants project and the position regarding Drakes 

Island? 

It was confirmed that the artist looking to create the Plymouth Giants just needs our confirmation 

that they would have permission for the project to go ahead – the artist will then look at the 

feasibility and seek/arrange funding independently, therefore there may be no financial ask from 

PWP/PCC  

SG waiting for PCC’s confirmation regarding permissions for the Plymouth Giants project to go 

ahead – this raised a question regarding land ownership of The Hoe and whether or not 

permissions from PCC was required  

PK agreed to follow up to establish if planning remission would need to be granted by PCC. 

ACTION 

 

‘Contribute toward maintenance of the Barbican Lenkiewicz Mural’ – it was felt that the mural 

wouldn’t be salvageable, but the project should be left in. NOTED 

 

It was agreed that there should be a cover letter to go with the consultation paper to include: 

Over the past 5 years, the BID has delivered the Business Plan and also worked with the city on 

major projects; we should be proud. 

The Waterfront is an area on the political agenda as Mayflower 400 is focused on the Waterfront 

- this is particularly down to PWP lobbying. 

Major projects will now be happening, allowing the BID to look at other areas such as the cruise 

terminal. ACTION 

 

The wording in the introduction on the paper needs to be clear that this is a new BID, not on top 

of the first BID. ACTION 

 

‘Attract cruise ships by contributing to Destination South West’ – needs to be bolder. ACTION 

 

In the ‘VISION’: 

 Job creation to be included 

 There is too much visitor focus – need more local 

 Need to include land owners as well as PCC 

 Improve perceptions locally, nationally and internationally 

ACTION 

 

Need to ensure that we have David Draffan’s buy-in – PK to take the proposed projects/ 

consultation paper to DD. ACTION 

 

JMcC to run the document past the Advisory Board as a sense check at the next meeting. 

ACTION 

 

The Main Board will then need to sign-off any suggested changes before the document is sent – 

we will need to move quickly on this and may have to consider moving the 8th June date and 

the consultation workshops will need to be moved out. NOTED 

 

 

Anything we have consciously left out? 

 Conferencing – PWP no longer take responsibility for conferencing, but will support DP 

going forward - this approach was unanimously agreed. NOTED 
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 CCTV – this is covered in ‘Contribute toward Day, Evening & Night Time safety 

coordination, provide discounts on security radios  and support a Street Ranger service’  

 Tall ship visits – Sutton Harbour Holdings now take responsibility for the majority of tall ship 

visits. 

 Berthing – Sutton Harbour Holdings cover this 

 

Year round animation – need to add to ‘Create an annual funding pot for businesses and 

residents to bid into for street events, parties, activities, improvements, etc’ ACTION 

 

  

Need to combine the following 2 projects into 1:-  

 ‘Deliver annual events: Plymouth Pirates Weekend and Plymouth Seafood Festival’  

 ‘Create monthly markets at Hawkins Square, West Hoe Park and the Barbican Parade’ 

ACTION 

 

Need to combine the following 2 projects into 1:-  

 ‘Colourise the Waterfront with more planters and flower displays prioritising Bretonside, 

Hawkins Square, Barbican, Sutton Harbour, The Hoe, West Hoe Park, Millbay Road and 

Royal William Yard’  

 ‘Create an annual funding pot for businesses and residents to bid into for  street events, 

parties, activities, improvements, etc’ 

ACTION 

 

Need to expand the language in the following project to reflect the ambition to create a safe 

zone for swimming, pedalos, diving and water sports/activity on the water in general. Need to 

understand if permissions are required to reinstate rafts and diving boards? 

‘Create a more accessible Waterfront, with more access to use and enjoy the water for paddle 

boarding, pedalos, etc’ ACTION 

 

 

**MEETING CLOSED** 


